INVITE - Digital Plant
Showcase Center with
SIMATIC PCS neo and MTP

INVITE GmbH in CHEMPARK in Leverkusen runs a

From a technical point of view, the "Digital Plant" is

Digital Plant Showcase Center to enable the quick,

the centerpiece of the Digital Plant Showcase Center

straightforward testing of promising new digital

(see Figure 1). The Digital Plant is designed and imple-

technologies on a plant. The idea behind the

mented in a modular fashion in terms of its process,

Center is to build a bridge between technology

engineering and automation. This makes it flexible in

scouting and implementation in actual produc-

design and open to expansion. Furthermore, standard-

tion. It combines two benefits: The plant maps a

ized communication interfaces enable the straightfor-

production process to minimize the effort involved

ward integration of digital technologies.

in transferring to actual operation. It also gives the
operator the same degree of flexibility and capa-

Each process step is implemented by a module.

bilities as a pilot plant. Initial experience can be

There are five modules for the Digital Plant:

gathered and compatibility for actual production
can be evaluated.

– 3 dosing modules
(short designation BP11, BP12, and BP13)
– 1 mixing/heating module
(short designation CM14)
– 1 storing/stirring module
(short designation RP23)

Figure 1: INVITE, Digital Plant
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Figure 2: Digital Plant with SIMATIC PCS neo

Automation is already partly modular in line with

and clients. This opens up a vast range of new

a brownfield approach. That means two dosing

options without requiring a connection to the

modules (BP12 and BP13) are controlled by means of

World Wide Web to operate SIMATIC PCS neo.

a Module Type Package (MTP). The modules BP11,
CM14 and RP23 are controlled in the usual way via a

"Based on our experience of commissioning,

process control system. Siemens' newly developed

implementing initial changes and realizing

SIMATIC PCS neo system software has been

the operational phase, we have gained a

deployed as the process control system.

positive impression of SIMATIC PCS neo," says
Mr. Wittenbrink, the project manager at INVITE.

The control configuration of SIMATIC PCS neo

Within the framework of multi-user engineering,

consists of a server for engineering, monitoring and

the user-friendly web client architecture and

control plus two web clients. On the automation

session management in particular are regarded as

side, a CPU 410-5H with ET200SP-HA is used along

very good. Multiple users can work simultaneously

with CFU-PA with ProfiNet and ET200M with

on the same project all around the world. Such

Profibus DP. SINAMICS G120C frequency converters

collaboration is based on clear rights and role

are integrated with ProfiNet (see Figure 2).

management, a secure session concept as well
as a consistent object structure in engineering,

SIMATIC PCS neo is operated as a completely

simulation and automation. This saves time and

web-based system in HTML5 exclusively by web

data management is always consistent.

browser; there are no local software installations
at all: Users have quick and simple access to all

Besides functioning as a control system, SIMATIC

information at any time, from any location via

PCS neo also features as a Process Orchestration

secured connections. Web-based means that web

Layer (POL) (see Figure 3). The POL has the task of

technologies are used in the interaction of server

integrating and orchestrating modules via the
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The Digital Plant shows that it is possible
to commission a module or a package unit
within 10 minutes in terms of automation.
Mr. Wittenbrink
Project manager at INVITE

Module Type Package (MTP). In this specific case,

are already contained in the MTP. Once the MTP

the MTP modules were integrated in SIMATIC PCS

package file has been successfully imported in the

neo using the OPC UA communication protocol.

POL, the contents only need to be sorted into the

Initially, this pilot project worked with limited

plant hierarchy and the communication configured

MTP scope in terms of visualization and operator

via OPC UA, with the result that the "plug and

control in accordance with VDI 2658, on which

produce" philosophy is realized by means of MTP.

work is still in progress.
INVITE has already held online presentations
In the case of the MTP module with SIMATIC S7-1500,

on the Digital Plant with SIMATIC PCS neo and MTP

the SIMATIC MTP (APL) Library was used before it

for several Bayer plants and other companies.

was actually released. The SIMATIC Module Type

The web-based approach and the possibility of

Package Library (MTP) provides blocks and face-

quickly integrating modules or package units via MTP

plates based on Advanced Process Library (APL)

were two features that particularly impressed

for the modular automation of various applications.

these audiences, even though some SIMATIC PCS
neo V3.0 functionalities that are necessary for the

In order to highlight the fact that MTP is not depen-

pharmaceutical and processing industries are still

dent on a particular manufacturer, a module was

undergoing development. The development of

also integrated that featured Festo SE & Co. KG

SIMATIC PCS neo is being pursued with particular

control technology. The integration of the MTPs

focus on production plants in which SIMATIC PCS 7

from third-party vendors was also successful. The

is already in use. A further focal issue is the con-

operators of the Digital Plant noticed no difference

version of plants with SIMATIC PCS 7 to SIMATIC

between traditional automation, Siemens MTP or

PCS neo. The two systems' shared hardware plat-

Festo MTP.

form and application architecture is of great
advantage here.

However, the major benefit of the MTP is in the
engineering. "The Digital Plant shows that it is
possible to commission a module or a package
unit within 10 minutes in terms of automation,"
says Mr. Wittenbrink. This is possible because the
module's visualization and signal interconnection

Figure 3: Process Orchestration Layer (POL)
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digitalization showcases. Currently a pilot setup
be seen in addition to SIMATIC PCS neo and MTP.
This gives a concrete demonstration of how semanenabled field devices can be used in cloud applications with very little engineering input.
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